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In the paper “An Iterative Procedure for Solving Non-Linear Partial Dif- 
ferential Equations” Neuberger describes a procedure for obtaining analytic 
solutions to the partial differential equation of the form A(“)(x) =F(x, ‘Z?.!(x), 
W)(x),..., W*)(x)) where F is analytic, @(i)(x) denotes the ith Frechet derivative 
of % at x, K < n/2, and A is a linear functional on the space of real-valued 
symmetric multilinear functions on E,,, . The solutions that Neuberger obtains 
are local in the sense that their domains are spheres centered at points of Em and 
the radii of these spheres are usually considerably less than the radii of the 
spheres that are the domains of the iterates. 
In this paper it is shown that in the constant coefficient linear case it is pos- 
sible to obtain Neubergers results globally in the sense that if the iteration is 
started with the functionf that is analytic on a sphere S in & then the iterates 
are all analytic on S and converge uniformly on compact subsets of S to an 
analytic function W that is a solution. 
Although only analytic problems are considered here the results are global 
and hence not implied by the Cauchy-Kovaleska Theorem. For more general 
results wherein the assumption of analyticity is dropped one should consult the 
works of Treves, Hormander, and Ehrenpreis. References [9] and [IO] should 
be helpful. 
The setting within which our results are proven is perhaps somewhat novel 
and depends on some concepts from Multi-linear Algebra. This is the reason 
for the large number of definitions that follow. 
If m and n are positive integers then let T(m, n) denote the linear space over R 
whose elements are the real-valued n-linear functions on E, . Let S(m, n) 
denote the subspace of T(m, n) whose elements are the symmetric real valued 
n-linear functions. If (ei}~=, is an orthonormal basis for E, and A E T(m, n) then let 
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It is a fact (see [l]) that the norm of A, as defined above, is independent of the 
orthonormal basis (e,>Ei . Let S denote the orthogonal projection of T(m, n) 
onto S(m, n). The above described norm generates an inner product on T(m, n). 
If A, B E T(m, n) then let (A, B) or AB denote the inner product of A and B. 
If A E T(m, n) and B E T(m, p) then by A . B, read the symmetric product of A 
and B, is meant S(A @ B) where A @ B denotes the member C of T(m, p +- n) 
such that C(x, , x2 ,..., x +,) = A(x, , x2 ,..., 2%) B(x,+, , x,+~ ,..., x,+J for each 
Xl P x2 ,a’., %z+p in E,. If A E S(m, n) and B E T(m,p) where p < n then AB 
denotes the member D of S(m, 11 - p) such that if xi ,..., x+-P are in E, then 
W, , $2 ,..., x,-J denotes the member C of S(m, p) such that C(y, , y2 ,..., y ) 
= 4x1 , xz >..., x -p , Y, , yz ,..., y ). If x E E,, and A E T(m, n) then 
A(x”) denotes A(x, x,. ., x). 
l--l 
n 
If h E E,,, and Y > 0 then by H,(h) is meant the linear space over R whose 
elements are the infinitely differentiable functions % from S,(h) = (x: x E E,; 
11 x - h /I < Y} to R such that 
(1) 4?(x) = C,“,~(P!)-~ W”)(h) (x - X)9 for each x E S,(h), 
(2) C,“e(p!)-lIl W’)(X)11 SD converges whenever 0 < s < r. 
(Here @(p)(h) denotes the pth FrCchet derivative of 4 at X.) The number 
C,“=,,(p!)-l j/ W@(h)// sp will be denoted by NJ@). The following properties 
are fairly obvious: 
(1) N4.f + g> G K(f) + N&h 
(2) If P E R then N,(d) G I P I N,(f), 
(3) N,(f) = 0 for some s > 0 if and only if f(x) = 0 for each x E S,(h). 
If @E H,(h) and {%d}& is a sequence of members of H,.(A) such that the 
sequence {N,(@ - %)}& converges to 0 for some s such that 0 < s < Y then 
the sequence {6Y~}~=r will be said to converge N, to a. It is a fact (see [7]) 
that if (%i}El is a sequence of members of H,(h) such that limit,,,,, 
N,(%!, - GYO) = 0 for each s such that 0 < s < Y then (‘4Yi}& converges N, for 
each s such that 0 < s < Y to some @ E H,(h), furthermore {%u)}& converges 
uniformly on compact subsets of S,(n) to %W) for eachj. 
Note that within the context presented thus far one may write a general nth 
order constant co-efficient linear partial differential equation as follows: 
f A,%‘“‘(x) = F(x) 
f&O 
where Ak E S(m, k). Recall that A,P)(x) denotes (Ak , F(~)(X)). An iteration 
procedure will be set up to solve a partial differential equation of the form 
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A%@)(x) = g(x). The procedure will then be extended to the more general 
equation above. 
From this point onward m and n are fixed positive integers and A is to denote 
a member of S(m, n) with 11 A 11 = 1. Ifp is a positive integer then let M, denote 
the linear transformation form S(m, p) to S(m, p) so that M,(B) = A(A . B) 
for each B E S(m, p). The operator M, is positive and symmetric (see [l]). If 
p > n and B E S(m, p) then let G,(B) = A . (AB), let L,(B) = B - 
A . MF-~(AB), and let W,(B) = A . M;l(B). It is a fact (see [l]) that L, is the 
orthogonal projection of S(m, p) onto {C: C E S(m, p); AC = O}. Let A, denote the 
linear transformation from E, to S(m, n - 1) for each A,(x) (yl , yz ,..., yn-J = 
A@, ~1 , ~2 ,..., m-i) for each X, yr , y2 ,..., ynP1 in E,,, , let P(A) denote the null 
space of A, and let Q(A) denote the orthogonal complement in E, of P(A). If 
x E E,,, then let x* denote the orthogonal projection of x onto P(A) and let 
x = x - x*. If B S(m, p) and 0 <j ,( p then I(p,j) (B) is to denote the member 
D of S(m,p) such that 
% , ~2 ,..., %> = (i! (P -iN c B($cl) , 42) ,..., x:(j) , %,,(j+l) I..., Q ,) WS, 
where S, denotes the symmetric group on 1, 2,..., p. 
If f, g E H,(h) then let 
n-1 
T,(f) (4 = c w’f’*‘(w (x - v 
4=0 
+ jol ((1 -j)V(n - 1)l) [f’“‘(A +j(x - A)) 
- ((A,fcn)(h + j(zc - h))) - g(h + j(x - 4)) AI (x - A)” die 
It is a fact that To(f) E H,.(h) and that TB(f) = f if and only if Aft%)(x) = g(x) 
for each x E S,(h). Motivation for the definition of To can be found in [l] and a 
proof of the fact that T,(f) E H,(h) whenever f, g E H,.(h) can be found in [2]. An 
alternative xpression for T,(f) (x) is 
n-1 
z. (W f (V) (x - 4g + in (W (I- G,) (f ‘“‘(4) (x - A)* 
+ 2 (q!)-l (A . g”+n’(h)) (x - X)‘J. 
*=n 
In [2] Neuberger shows that the sequence { T,i(f)}z”=, converges N, for each s 
such that 0 < s < r to a member % of H,.(h) that is a fixed point of T, and thus 
a solution of the partial differential equation A%(“) = g on S,(X). Let @(f, g) 
denote the fixed point of T, that the sequence {T,i(f)),“=, converges to. ’ 
409/72/2-26 
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In [2] it is shown that 
n-1 
@(f, g) (4 = c (qyf'w (x - h)Q + 5 (qyL,(f(*yq) (x - A)" 
Cl=0 4=n 
+ 5 (q!)-1 W*(g'-yh)) (x - h)u. 
q=n 
If 4 E H,(h) then let He denote @(%, 0) and let Y(a) denote @(O, @). Clearly 
@(f, g) = @(f, 0) + @(O, g) = Hf + Y(g). Since @ is linear on H,.(h) x H,.(h) 
is should be clear that 9 is a linear operator on H,.(A). It should also be pointed 
out that He is the solution to the homogeneous equation A??@) = 0 that is 
generated by our iteration procedure. 
We state the following theorem to help clarify the nature of the solution that 
we obtain to the equation P&(“)(X) =g(x). 
THEOREM. Suppose 42, Y, andg E H,.(O) and Y is a solution of AF(“)(x) = g(x) 
on S,(O) = (x j I/ x 11 < I-} with Y(P)(O) = WyO) for 0 <p < 71 - 1. Then 
N,(@(%, y) - @) < N,( Y - %) whenever 0 < s < r with strict inequality 
unless He = H,. 
This theorem says that @(%,g) is a solution to AU(“)(x) = g(x) that is in a 
certain sense as close as possible to the initial estimate %. (From now on we let 
h = 0.) The proof of this theorem follows easily from the series representation 
for @(B, g) and the following: 
LEMMA. Suppose C~S(rn,p) and AeS(m,n) with IIAII = 1. Let c= 
A M;‘(C). Then c has the following properties. 
(1) AC=C 
(2) if B E: S(m, p + n) and AB = C then Ij c 11 < 11 B (1 with II c 11 = 11 B jl 
only if B = c. 
Proof. Clearly AC = A(A . M;‘(C)) = (M, * M;‘) (C) = C. If AB = C 
then 
(B - A . M,l(C), A . M,l(C)) 
= (B, A . M,l(C)) - (A . M,l(C), A . M,‘(C)) 
= (AB, M,l(C)) - (A(A . M,‘(C)); C) = 0. 
Therefore, jj B II2 = /j B - c + c II2 = I/ B - c /I2 + I/ c II2 3 /j c iI2 with strict 
inequality unless B = c. 
We now wish to set up an iteration procedure to solve the equation 
A%(“)(x) = BoWk)(x) + B,W+l)(x) + ... + Bk4V(x) + F(x) where k < n, 
Bi E ,S’(m, k - i), and F E H,(O). For the remainder of the paper the Bi’s and F 
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will remain fixed. If ??J EH,(O) then let D(e) (x) = &a B$u-j)(x). Clearly D
is a linear operator on H,.(O) and our partial differential equation may be rewritten 
as follows: &P)(x) = D(@) (x) + F(x). Let e0 E H,(O) serve as our initial 
estimate. Solving the equation Afcn) = D(%,,) + F for f as in the previous 
paragraph we obtain @(a,, , D(%J + F) = He0 + Y(D(%o) + F). We let 
% = Hq, -t Y(D(%,,) + F). Continuing in this manner we let aP+r = @(a’, , 
D(@,) + F) for each positive integer p. A sequence {%i}~?l of members of 
H7(0) is thus constructed, and after it is realized that H%$ = Hq, for each i 
(examine the series representation for “ai in light of the fact that if B E S(m, p) 
where p >, 7t and B = A . C for some C E S(m, p - n) thenL,(B) = 0.) It is not 
difficult to see that %YP+i = Cf-, (3 0 D>i (.9(F) + H~io) + (9 0 QP (*,,) for 
each p. The main result is that if k < n/2 then the sequence pii)zl converges N, 
for each s such that 0 < s < Y to a member % of H,(O) such that A@(“)(x) =-= 
WV (-4 + F( x 1 f or each x E S,.(O). Note that if p and q are positive integers then 
Ns(@D+* - @‘,> < NW 0 D)p+Q (%,)) + C::;+, NW 0 DY V(F) + f&o)) + 
N,((X 0 D)p (%,,)) for each s such that 0 < s < Y. Hence, we are done if we can 
show that the series Cz, Ng((Y 0 D)i (f)) converges whenever 0 < s < r and 
f~ H,(O). To obtain this convergence we need an estimate for N,(($ 0 D)i (f)) 
for arbitraryfc H,.(O). Lemmas l-6 are directed toward this end. 
As an example we apply our procedure to the equation @,, - 0at = 0. 
Here k+V2)(~, t) = (a2@/ax2) (x, t) and D = a/at. In light of the theorem of the 
preceeding page it is not difficult to see that if we apply our procedure to the 
equation eze = g then we obtain the solution @(x, t) = Hao(x, t) + 
JE (x - s) g(s, t) ds where He (x, t) = %,,(O, 0) + (iW,,/i?x) (0, 0) x + 
(MO/at) (0,O) . t and e0 is the imtial estimate. Hence, if G E H,(O) we have 
9(G) (x, t) = s; (x - s) G(s, t) ds. So, (3 0 D) (G) (x, t) = s; (x - s) G,(s, t) ds 
and the solution we obtain to the equation eza: = @t is cfO (9 0 D)P (HJ,) (x, t). 
we let a,,(~, t) = h(t) where h is an entire function then Hqc, I h and our 
solution is 
@(x, t) = h(t) + g* & /w(t). 
Before proceeding with the proofs it is necessary to derive estimates for 
j/ M;’ 11 and 11 W, 11 .The operators I(p, q) play a part in the derivation of these 
estimates. In[6] the author shows that the operators I($, q) possess the following 
properties: 
(a) the collection {I&, q)}L, is a resolution fthe identity on S(m, p), 
(b) if BE S(m,p), C E S(m,p + q), and 0 <j < q then I(q,j) (BC) = 
Zko V(P, i> PN (I@ + 4, i +i) (C)h 
(c) if0 <j<pthenI(p,j) .M, =M, .I(p,j)andG;I(p,j) =1(p,j) - 
G 2)) 
(d) ifBE S(m,p) and0 <j <p thenA.(l(p, q) (B))=I(p+n, q)(A . C). 
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Now, as mentioned before, i?ID is positive and symmetric. Hence, iI M;’ ,/ b; 
l/S where S = inf{(M,(B), B): BE S(m,p); 11 B j/ = I}. But (MD(B), B) == 
(A(A . B), B) = (A . B, A . B) = 11 A . B lj2. In [4] Neuberger derives the 
inequality // A . B 11 2 3 (“z”)-l 11 A II2 I/ B /i2. Hence, S > (“,tn)-l. Actually (“~‘L))L 
is the best possible estimate in general, but one can do better if one restricts M, 
to the invariant subspace Range (I@, Q)) with 4 < p. In fact, in [6] it is shown 
that if S denotes the minimum eigenvalue of the restriction of 4: . A, to Q(i2) and 
CE Range(l(p, 4)) with 11 Cl1 = 1 then (M,(C), C> 3 (“z”-l (1 -+ Sn(p - q)). 
Even better estimates can in some cases be derived using the methods presented 
in [5]. Note that S > 0 since Q(A) is the range of the adjoint, A$, of il, . Also, 
in case P(A) = (0) we have Q(A) = E,, so I@, 9) = 0 unless q := 0, therefore 
we have that (M,(C), C) 2 (‘zn)-l (1 + Snp) for arbitrary C E S(m, p) with 
11 C il = 1. Now, if B E S(m, p) then /I WD(B)llz == (A M;‘(B), A M;‘(B)> = 
@(A . M,‘(B)), M,‘(B)) = (4 M,‘(B)) e (‘3 (I + WP - q))-l II B b2. 
Therefore, 11 W,(B)J/ < (“i”)l’” (1 + Sn(p - q))-1/2 iI B // if B E Range(I(p, q)). 
From now on w will denote n - k. Suppose {~z}& is a sequence of non- 
negative integers such that 0 <ji < k for each i. If p is a positive integer not 
more than k then let B(p, jr) denote the linear operator from S(m, p -jr) into 
S(m, p + W) so that B(p,j,) (C) = W,+,(B,C). Now suppose q is a positive 
integer not less than 2 and suppose the operator B(p, & , i2 ,..., i,) from 
from S(m, p - C7-a it) into S(m, p + qw) has been defined in case i, is a non- 
negative integer not more than k for each t and in case p > k + xf=, i, , then 
the operator B(p,j, ,..., j ,,) from s(m, p - lC?jJ into s(m, p + (4 + 1) w) 
where p 3 k + ~~~~ ji is defined as follows: B(p, j, , jz , . . . , j,+l) (C) -= 
W p+ow-dB~o+l(B(~ - ia+1 ,A j...y j) (C,))). If s and t are positive integers then 
let P(s, t) denote the collection of all sequences ;r , i, ,..., is of integers such that 
0 < ij < t whenever 1 <i ,< s. If S E P(s, t) then 8 denotes CJ=, S(i) and 
B(p, 6) denotes B(p, S(l), S(2) ,..., S(s)). 
PROOF OF MAIN RESULT 
LEMMA 1. If % E H,(O) and t is a positive integer then (9 0 D)t (@) 
t: ;(Fp(t,k) Cp=k+~--6(1) ((P + t~)Y [B(P, S) W+VO1 xp+t for each 
T . 
Proof. An inductive proof will be presented. Suppose % E H,.(O). Then 
D(e) (x) = i Bj ( $ ((p - R + j)!)-l ‘L%!‘“)(O) xP-‘+j 
j=ll p=k-j 
= 2 f ((p - k)!)-1 (Bjw"-~'(o)) x9-k. 
j=O p=k 
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Hence, 
(9 0 D) (@) (x) = c c ((p + w)!)-1 wp~,(Bjw-~yo)) xp+o
j=O p=k 
j=O p=k 
Hence the lemma is true in case t = 1. Now suppose the result holds in case 
t = q. Then, 
m  
v o wq w!> (4 = c ((p + qw)!)-1 [B(p, u)(Wp-“‘(O))] xp+qw. 
ocP(q.k) P=k+&o(l) 
Hence, 
((9 0D)Q (@))(k-j) (x) 
= c f ((p + qw - k + j)!)-1 B(p, u) @w-“‘(O)) Xp+--k+i. 
osP(q.k) p=k+&o(l) 
Therefore, 
and 
x B,[B(p - j, u) (W”-“-j’(O))] xp+qw--k 
(9 0 D)q+l pa) (x) 
=Ii c lf ((p+q+ l)wY-I 
j=O oeP(q,k) P=k+b--oW+i 
xw fl+q&@j(B(p - j, 0) (@“““-j(o)))) xp+(qsl)w 
= &&,,) p=k,c_,,,) ((’ + @ + ‘) w)l)-’ 
x (B(p, u) (WP-8)(O))) xp+(q+l)w. 
This completes the proof. 
LEMMA 2. If t < K, B E S(m, k - t), C E S(m, p), p 3 k, and C E 
R=w(%, I(P, i)) w h ere 0 < q < p tha B(A * C) E Range(~~zo I(p + w + 
6 i)). 
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Proof. Assume the hypotheses of the lemma. Then, 
B(A . c) = B (A . (i I(*,9 CC)) = B ($oI(~ + n, i) (A - C)) 
i-0 
k-t I2 
k-t CI 
= F. ;oI(* 
+w+t,i-j)(B(A.C)) 
where I(p + w + t, i - j) denotes the zero operator if i < j. Clearly, i - j < q. 
Hence, B(A . C) E Range(ziZoI(p + w + t, i)). This completes the proof. 
LEMMA 3. If t is an integer, t 3 2, and ( j, , j, ,..., j,) E P(t, k) then 
(B(p - j, , j, ,..., itpI) (C)) is a member of Range(CFL:-” I(p + (t - 1) x 
W-k,i))whe~ep=~~=,j~,p>k+p,andC~S(m,p----jJ. 
Proof. An inductive proof will be given. Consider the case t = 2. If 
C E S(m, p - j, - j,) then B,,(B(p - jz , jl) (C)) = B,2(A . Cl) where C, = 
M;&,(Bi, C). But C, E S(m, p - k - j,) and is therefore a member of 
Range(~~~~-” I(p - k - ja , i)). Hence, by Lemma 2, B(A . Cl) E 
Range(xI=, I(* - k - j, , i)) where p = p - k - j, . Suppose the lemma holds 
in case t = q. Then, B,,+,(B(p -j,+, -j, , j1 , ja ,..., j .J (C). By hypothesis 
B,ICl E Range(C:it-” I(p - j,,, +(q-l)w--k,i)) where p=xiz=f:ji. 
Hence, M~~c,-l,w~k-j,+,(B~~C~) is also a member of Range(~~~~PD1(p + 
(4 - 1) w - k -A+, 1 i)) and so, by Lemma 2, 
p--L--l, 
BjPCI(A . (M;:(,-,),-k-j,+,(Bj,c,))) E Range c I(P + w - k i) 
i=O 
This completes the proof. 
LEMMA 4. Suppose q 2 2, (A, j, ,..., j,)sP(q, k),p 3 %ji, and Cc 
S(m, p - C:=, ji). Th 
II B(p,j, ,j, ,--,j,) (C)II” 
where X = 6nw and 6 denotes the minimum eigenvalue of the restriction of AT Q A, 
to Q(A)- 
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Proof. Let C, = Bj (B(p -j, , jI , js ,..., j -,) (C)). By Lemma 3, C, E 
Range(CrLt-‘l(p + (4 ” 1) w - k, i)) where p = C,“_,ji . Hence, 
II A . JG(o-l)w-k(G)l12 
= A~;::(,-1),-k II 
p--k-p 
= zl /I AM&,-,,co-r#(P + (q - 1) w - k i> (cl))lI” 
(see properties (a)-(d) in Section 4 of this paper) 
< y;’ [(P +, qw )/(l + Sn(P + (4 - 1) w- k - i))] 
x II A II2 II U + (4 - 1) w - k 9 (Cdl” 
< [(P ;““)/(l + Snw(q - 1))] y-,11 4P + (4 - 1) w - k i) (G)ll” 
i=O 
= [(P ‘, qw)/(l + +I - O)] II Cl 112* 
LEMMA 5. Supposeq~2,(j,,j,,...,j,)EP(q,k),andCES(m,p--~=,ji) 
where p > Cf=, ji . Then 
II B(PA ,i2 ,4,) (C)II” 
The proof of Lemma 5 is a routine induction relying on Lemma 4. 
LEMMA 6. If p and q are positiwe integers then let f,(p) = ((p + qrw)!)-l x 
(nj=, (“$“))1’2. If w 3 42 then there exists a positive number K such that 
f,(p) < K(n!)-*I2 (p!)-l for each p and q. 
Proof. Since w = n - k the restriction w 3 n/2 is equivalent o the 
restriction k < n/2. Consider the case q = 1. Now (n!)l12 (p!) f,(p) = 
(PMP + WY (P + w - n)!]l12 which is the square root of [p(p - 1) (p - 2) ... 
(P + w w n + l)l/KP + w) (P + w - 1) ... (p + l)]. The numerator in this 
expression is a polynomial in p of order n - w while the denominator is a poly- 
nomial of order w. Since w 3 n/2, w > n - w. Hence, there exists a positive 
number K such that fl(p) < K(n!)-l12 @I!)-“. It will be shown that the same K 
works for all values of q. 
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Note that 
(WZ (P9fJP) 
= [rj (p + iw)! (p!) (p+ (q - 1) -,!/(fj (P + hJ - a>! ((P + 4w)!)2)]1’2 
= p; (p + jw)! (p!) (P+ (4 - 1) 4/(fj (P + (i + 2) OJ - 41 
x (p + w - n)! (P + qw)!)]1’2 
< KP!) (P + (4 - 1) ~Y/((P + CJJ - n)! (P + 4~)W2 
since (j + 2) w - 12 >jw for each j. But (p + qw)!/(p + (p - 1) w)! > 
(p + w)!/p!, hence (n!)qi2 (p!)f.(p) < [p!/((p + w - n)! (p + w)!)]l/s < K. This 
completes the proof. 
THEOREM. Suppose e0 E H,(O) and k < nj2. Let @l = c#J(@~, D(@J + F) 
and for each positive integer p 3 2 let %!s = @(epel , D(%‘,-J + F). Then 
&‘s E H,(O) for each p and the sequence {%a}FCl converges N, for each s such that 
0 6 s < Y to a member C!? of H,(O) such that A%(“)(X) = D(@) (x) + F(x) for each 
x E S,(O). 
Proof. In Section 3of this paper it was pointed out that if t and q are positive 
integers then 
NsWt+, - et) 
tia 
< 1 NW 0 W V(F) + f-h,)> + NW 0 DY t%>) + NW 0 W+* t’%))~ 
i=t+1 
Hence the sequence {et}& converges N, for 0 < s < Y to a member % of 
H,(O) if the series zr=, Ns((9 0 D)t (f )) converges for each s such that 0 < s < Y 
and each f E H?(O). 
Let K denote the positive number whose existence is guaranteed by Lemma 6. 
Applying Lemmas 1 and 5 it is seen that 
Ns(V 0 W (fN 
G c f ((p + tw)!)-1 /IB(p, u) (f +yO)lI sp+tw 
6Pft.k) p=k+b--o(l) 
G m,p; k)p=k+~~~(l, 0 + t”)!)-’ [ Cl (p -, ““)/ii? + Xi) 1
l/2 
i=l 
X (,fi II Bdi) II) Ilf cP-aYo)ll SP+tw 
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< K(s”/(n!)““)” @y-l”2 ((t - l)!)-1’2 
X [ .,g k) pckgp.,, (rj II B&) II) 11 f ‘“-“‘(W sp] 
(where p(s, t) = K(~/(n!)r’2)~ k(t-1’9 
d P(S, 0 ((t -1W 
< p(s, t) ((t - l)!)-1’2 
Let P(s) = Cj”=, 11 Bj I\ d. Th en continuing from above we see that Ns((J o D)t (f)) 
d P(S, t> (Wt N,(f). Hence, 
= (Khl’2) Ns(f) (go (h-lwJJP(S))t ((t - l)!)-“2) .
Since SUP(S) is bounded on any finite interval this last series converges by the 
ratio test whevener 0 < s < r. Hence it has been established that the sequence 
(%ii)T=I converges N, for each s such that 0 < s < r to some % E I&(O). Since 
(W)}Er converges uniformly on compact subsets of S,(O) to Wi) and since 
&?&r = D(%,) + F for each p we are justified inconcluding that &W”)(x) = 
D(e) (x) + F(x) for each x E S,(O). 
AFTERWORD 
At the time of this writing it is not known whether or not we may, in our 
hypotheses, replace the restriction K < n/2 with the more natural K = n - 1. 
Some progress toward solving this problem has been made by the author in [7]. 
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